
ALEXANDRIA DESIGN PANEL 
Some thoughts after the 19/2/2020 meeting.
Jeremy Watson

The 19th February panel meeting was my first introduction to what is being considered so I am 
catching up. I made some comments then, but as always, ideas gel over time and other issues come 
to mind. 
I am very happy with the general direction, but became aware of some disconcerting aspects too. 
I am aware that this project is primarily DESIGN AND PLACE MAKING (swapping the words 
around gives a slightly different slant on Place and Design). And this, in part at least, responds to 
the Scottish Government's Creating Places : A Policy Statement on Architecture and Place for 
Scotland. 

The RUBIK CUBE was invented by a sculptor/architect and is an apt simile for what happens in 
such exercises. As you think you have the solution to one part, the others get upset. Alexandria is a 
fairly tight environment so this is very evident here – particularly with regards vehicle reduction.

Another overriding consideration which seemed to lose ground during some of the discussion is : 
What can be afforded? What can be implemented in the near future? What is the time scale? What 
will the benefits and repercussions be over time? Will solutions and improvements in some areas 
create pressures elsewhere? 

What is Alexandria? In other words, what is the physical extent of the project?

THE BUZZARD'S VIEW – an opportunistic high flyer. 

The focus appears to be mainly on the commercial part of Main Street. What is not clear is the 
overall scope of the project in terms of both area to be covered and topic ie urban fabric design or 
macro town planning. Elements appeared in discussion and presentation beyond what I initially 
envisaged. Although detail design and resolution of localised issues would be addressed in a Place 
and Design exercise, a wider holistic view is necessary to determine influences and context. While 
some wider aspects were presented, I don't see enough cognizance of the future of the urban fabric 
of Alexandria overall and how it in turn informs what should happen at the macro and micro levels. 

Some examples of peripheral elements that could affect the focus area: 

Lomond Galleries (Argyll Motor Works) is a relatively self contained entity compared to the main 
part of Main Street. Yet what would the impact be on the rest of Alexandria if any of the suggestions
for its future are realised? Small supermarket; restaurants; up market residential; wedding venue; 
conference centre?

Antartex is an even more self contained entity within Alexandria. While it happily trades on its 
secluded slightly scruffy industrial character, internally, it is upmarket. It has considered moving in 
its entirety, or redeveloping. But what if its composite commercial elements could be attracted to an 
improved Alexandria Main Street or interlinked small scale urban realm? 

Forgotten and derelict Alexandria – In an area roughly stretching the length of Lennox Street and 
much of the east ends of Wilson and North Streets and part of Alexander Street is an extensive area 
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comprising a mix of low key commercial interests and outright dereliction. (The railway line forms 
the barrier between it and the distillery and Antartex to the east). While it could be better promoted 
for light industry, it also seems to be appropriate for new residential development (at least in part). 
This is not within the current design and place making project, but should inform its decisions in 
two ways – potential local population within walking distance and and changes to local and through
roadways. 

THE PIGEON'S VIEW – pecking around ankles to eaves level

This is where most impact can be made in the short term and is most likely achievable. Street and 
paving layout and surfaces, street furniture, trees and planting, facades, servicing etc. The overall 
scope of the project is a bit loose. But as Place and Design appears to be intended to be defining, 
enriching and improving what we already have. The main section of Main Street naturally gets most
attention, but the bigger picture is considered too. As with a charrette, we can let our imagination go
free and from that find innovation. Unlike a charrette, we need to come back to pragmatic and 
achievable solutions.  

OVERALL CIRCULATION 

Before looking at circulation at macro level for this project, we need to consider the movement 
system of the Vale itself – on this side of the river. Main Street – all the way from Dalreoch to 
Balloch (names change) – is the main artery for non rail movement. Alexandria as the HEART OF 
THE VALE is the central activity zone and attraction and by this it is generally identified as the 
main commercial section. (The A82 is the By-Pass system and not relevant here). That movement 
needs to be facilitated and adapted and improved to meet new modes, standards and expectations. 
The Alexandria Gyratory, to give it a specific title, may not be great at a macro level, but it works as
the interface between Alexandria and its neighbours in terms of vehicle movement. That role cannot
be ignored and can only be downplayed with repercussions elsewhere. I therefore get nervous when 
I see much of that space proposed for development and less fluid vehicular movement. 

TRAFFIC

Irrespective of the ideals about reducing traffic and congestion, an increase in population means an 
increase in people travelling. Do we wish to attract more people to Alexandria? Or keep it a local 
centre? The answer may be in between. Making it ever more pleasant for locals. Enticing locals to 
shop and socialise more locally. Not making Alexandria a tourist attraction. But welcoming visitors 
who after all will support our local shops. Where then do the Lomond Galleries and Antartex fit in 
to this scenario? 

I will come back to the future of the Alexandria Main Street commercial area later. For the moment 
let's consider what traffic will look like in say 10 to 20 years time. 

Better bus service. Hopefully hybrid or electric.
Bus and taxi specific zones introduced. 
I am not optimistic about persuading locals to NOT park on yellow lines and kerbs so inducement 
will have to be physical. 
More infill development and even more successful existing premises will attract more traffic and 
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this needs more parking and public transport provision.
Inducement to less private vehicle usage is a national challenge. Hopefully some impact will have 
been made in the next decade or two.
Restricting parking for private vehicles within certain areas of the Alexandria town centre is one 
solution, but not all encompassing. 
I am averse to more policing, local bobbies or automation by camera. The urban design should 
facilitate better usage and prevent misuse. A current problem is that yellow lines, for instance, are so
often ill thought out and located in inappropriate areas. This leads to lack of respect of legal 
indication of traffic rules. (To which can be added the problems of kerb parking – often combined). 
This is very common in Alexandria. 

CYCLING and WALKING

National Cycle Route 7 passes up the River Leven tow path. Essentially along the eastern side of 
Alexandria. While it is important to take cognizance of cyclists within all of the greater urban 
design, I don't see cyclists passing through Alexandria's Main Street as a parallel or alternative long 
distance route. Alexandria needs to allow for safe cycling, but this is localised movement. 

Alexandria needs to emphasise its role as a halfway point for cyclists between Dumbarton and Loch
Lomond. A useful place for replenishment. An interesting place to stop over at. And similarly, local 
community cyclists should be encouraged to go down a selection of enhanced arteries, avenues, to 
that National Cycle Route, whether as a long distance excursion or shorter outings. I cover these 
under RIVER LEVEN LINKAGE AVENUES.  

CAs; THIs, CARS and other conservation centred regeneration mechanisms. 

Alexandria has several high quality and interesting examples of built heritage. Besides some great 
houses, there are some commercial ones that can inform this project. The HES Listed Buildings 
map is very informative about distribution. 

• Bank of Scotland [C] – scale and setting inform the rest of the main Main Street streetscape
• St Andrews Church [B] – unused and damaged. 
• Graveyard and Smollett Mausoleum [B] – derelict. 
• Smollett Fountain [B] – key urban feature. 
• Library [B] – Ewing Gilmour Institute. Built to foster the "mental recreation and moral 

improvement" of the youth of the Vale of Leven. 
• Masonic Temple [A] – Built as the Ewing Gilmour Institute for Working Girls 
• Constitutional Club, Bank Street. [C].
• Bank Street Post Office [C] – although now a bit isolated this and the aforementioned 

building, both now to other usage, form a remnant of a more intimate streetscape. 
• The Bingo Hall [B] - public hall and was used as a cinema from the 1930s until circa 1973. 

It provides potential for new usage, but in urban realm terms is a nodal point linking the 
town centre and the Leven River crossing. Such sub-nodes are ways to provide secondary 
regeneration and linkages across reasonable distances. 

• Christie Park Primary School [C] – although currently with a very abrupt setting, it is a fine 
building. Probably outwith the context of this current project. 

• Christie Park [itself unlisted], but defined by its gatehouse [B] and war memorial [B] -  the 
Main Street approach is fine, but the Park Street side needs attention. 
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• Belville [B] – a fine stone house on the corner of Main and King Edward Streets. The rather 
simple, but equally proportioned neighbours contribute to the Main Street character as a 
group. This group context needs protection – each contributing to the value of the other. 

• Others [unlisted] -across King Edward Street from this building is the wedding shop, florist 
and another shop. Similarly, the take strength in their group setting and secondary context to
the Lomond Galleries. 

• Argyll Motor Works incl lodge and gate building [A]. This is Alexandria's highlight. 
However being almost self contained, it may have limited impact on the current project. 
Nevertheless it needs considerable attention in its own right. The two associated buildings 
(house and gate house) are of little individual value and their removable could enable better 
use of the main building. 

• The Vale Centre for Health & Care [unlisted new buildings] – don't underestimate new 
innovative architecture in Alexandria. 

A look at the map shows all this dotted around the project area. This negates the potential for a CA 
and therefore also a CARS. A THI (Townscape Heritage Initiative) is the Heritage Lottery Fund's 
grant giving programme for the repair and regeneration of the historic environment in towns and 
cities. It may be difficult to sell the idea of a THI within Alexandria unless historic buildings are in 
groups and together form or create townscapes. 

On the other hand our rich historic built heritage should be seen as key informants of the built 
environment generally in terms of human scale and urban texture. Scale is key. 

It is not envisaged that Alexandria is seen as a rigidly retained historic fabric. It doesn't have 
enough. New or renewed buildings can learn from the old but be excitingly modern. My personal 
taste and interests lean towards the historical, but the current blandness of much of Alexandria's 
town centre needs some fresh new thinking. 

So if a THI is envisaged, it should: 
• involve a range of works to a number of buildings, structures or spaces within a defined area
• involve the local community
• benefit the wider community as well as those directly concerned with grant aided properties

There are various ways of getting support. Perhaps this project fits a SURF (Scotland’s 
Regeneration Forum) framework with objectives to improve the lives and opportunities of residents 
in Scotland’s disadvantaged communities.  Alexandria is not exactly disadvantaged, but really in 
need of a boost. 

GENERAL BUILDING STOCK and urban setting.

From the above it can be seen that Alexandria has a rich architectural heritage – but interspersed 
amongst plainer buildings. Even plain buildings can create a suitable intimate streetscape through 
their grouping, subtle variations in details, human scale etc. The commercial section of Main Street 
has several such buildings. Several are looking scruffy. Some years ago, efforts were made to renew
key facade elements. Those over time have also got scruffy. And there are continuous buildings with
modern facades, similar scale, recently renewed canopies. Little value in architectural terms, but 
currently in good, if uninspiring, condition. 

The question then arises about how to react to proposals for renewal and redevelopment. I think this
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should be considered on merit – as long as scale appropriate to the streetscape and human users is 
retained and quality is ensured. There is one important rule though – only allow such redevelopment
IF the proposal is genuinely better than that existing and takes cognizance of the overall setting. 

But all this needs to be balanced with a thorough understanding of the value of what we do have 
already. And that needs assessment of those buildings with their own unique features and those that 
gain value from being in groups. 

HISTORY and HERITAGE

Websites that give more useful information are:
PastMap https://pastmap.org.uk/map 
HES Listed Buildings https://www.historicenvironment.scot/advice-and-support/listing-scheduling-
and-designations/listed-buildings/ 
British Listed Buildings https://britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/  (as for HES, but more information for 
buildings listed A & B. 
The Vale of Leven project http://www.valeofleven.org.uk/ 

ALEXANDRIA STATION and THE ALEXANDRIA GYRATORY

I share the frustrations of the station orientation, isolation and poor pedestrian linkages. 
NetworkRail is very unlikely to consider a redesign of the station in the foreseeable future. 
However in terms of this current urban realm improvements project - 

• Is it feasible to turn the station to face the town centre? Is this practical spatially and service 
wise such as drop off and park-and-ride? 

• Is it feasible to have a brand new 21st century station in the future? 
• Will there ever be two lines? 
• If the station is reorientated, will this enable better linkage with the town centre? 

The Alexandria Gyratory works for vehicular traffic (almost – there are a few awkward spots), but it
is also a hindrance to pedestrian movement. Remember the demolished pedestrian bridge? Only one
now remains. What we seem to need is better surface crossing. The station is on a hill with the 
traffic below so the interface needs consideration. 

The Bank Street underpass is the most awkward. NetworkRail have a programme of replacing 
bridges under way. To them this one may not require replacement in the foreseeable future, but if 
the vehicular and other traffic necessitates widening, then this should be brought to their attention 
now so that it can be accommodated for in any future designs. If widened there can be some 
benefits - 

• wider pavements
• cycle lanes
• improved interface with the immediate turn-offs (Ferryfield Loan left and pub and current 

station access right). 

If the station was reorientated the current park-and-ride parking which is also used for the fair 
would be more railway connected, but the area behind the pub could be better used. 
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BANK STREET from the Alexandria Gyratory

It has been suggested that the historic road layout be partially reinstated. I am not sure how this 
would all work out, but there is an opportunity here at the point where lower Bank Street comes off 
the gyratory. It currently doesn't except for pedestrians. Consideration should be given to :

• Providing a one-way entrance to this part of Bank Street off the gyratory. If so then traffic 
calming is essential immediately as it enters a pick-up zone for the school. But there is 
sufficient space for this to change from 30mph to 20mph using a slip lane and a change of 
surface. The current system only allows traffic in from off Bridge Street which has its own 
congestion problems. 

• Alternatively provide a clock-wise circuit – this may be better as traffic will not race up to 
the aforementioned point – nor exit against accumulated traffic at the lights across the 
bridge, but get back to the gyratory at an easier yield point. 

• There is sufficient space to simultaneously develop cycle access – two way and not as for 
motor vehicles. This will facilitate cycle linkage with the Leven tow path. Cycle circulation 
through Alexandria needs its own consideration, but improvements here could help school 
kids. This will require some areas of shared surfaces. 

• If the bingo hall is to be restored / regenerated then traffic improvement including parking is
essential. 

RIVER LEVEN LINKAGE AVENUES

Besides Bank Street as discussed above, there are two other opportunities. Each of these must be 
seen not just as a way to get to the riverside, but as urban improvement projects in their own right. I 
have earlier referred to the derelict and poorly used light industrial area mainly around Lennox 
Street. By contrast nearby housing in this area is of reasonable quality, but could do with some 
stimulation. Three roads are involved:

• Susannah Street starts near the Smollett Fountain then meanders through housing along 
walkways until re-emerging nearer the river. It ducks through a narrow pedestrian and cycle 
underpass below the railway to the riverside. 

• Alexander Street starts off Main Street as walkway between the new housing blocks then 
passes all the way down as a quiet road until passing through an underpass suitable for cars 
to the river. 

• North Street is the only consistently vehicle street that goes from Main Street, but reaches a 
newly painted footbridge before allowing access to the river at the pleasant little row of 
town houses India Street. 

The River Leven is served all the way from Dumbarton to Loch Lomond by the paved tow path and
that forms part of the national cycle route. Keen cyclists and walkers pass along it from as far as 
Glasgow often heading all the way up Loch Lomondside and beyond. SUSTRANS have installed 
direction and route information signage and over the past year together with WDC have reinstalled 
information boards for historical points and for the Turkey Red Industry. (One is already missing).

The three streets listed above are not just means of linkage, their routes offer great potential for 
upgrading environmentally. Keeping in mind the current housing condition and the need for 
redevelopment nearer the railway line and river, consideration should be given to envisaging them 
as avenues lined with trees, carefully selected street lighting, street furniture and signage. All this 
works two ways – to and from the town centre. Every long distance recreational traveller needs 
sustenance. Many live nearby. Many others further afield. 
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There are various opportunities for tree planting within this project area. Imagine these avenues 
lined with trees. I see this as not simply a concept applied three times, but by replication as a way of
establishing a environmental character across this whole area. Having spoken to someone from a 
tree related initiative at the Lagavulin consultation, it seems positive as a community project in both
planting and maintenance. 

THE RIVER LEVEN 

As noted above the River Leven tow path should be better linked back to the town centre. The tow 
path is important as a walking route and cycling route. It also has more potential as casual visit 
destination. To improve that consideration is needed for nodes that identify place, give information, 
provide resting places, act as meeting points, help fishing, promote interest in invisible history 
(Turkey red)... Two nodes already exist although they are not in good condition. That at the Bonhill 
Bridge has remnants of the earlier bridge. That at Alexandria Street has a small parking place and a 
mural has been recently painted on the wall. Upkeep is difficult. Improved seating, signage, bins 
and lighting may help. 

It has been suggested that a temporary “beach” be installed in summer. This may have maintenance 
problems and could entice sunbathers into the dangerously flowing water. BUT that same idea 
could be translated into seasonal picnic spots – places with more stylish provision than simply log 
bench/table facilities – that could be tied into community and family walk days and seasonal 
organised outdoor events.

MITCHELL WAY including the empty sites at the lower end and adjoining parking areas.

The layout of Mitchell Way works well. The architectural quality varied and generally mediocre. 
The condition, except for sections renovated, very poor. Yet although the rear access for top floor 
residential units was awkward and led to the deterioration, the inclusion of residents was a positive 
means to providing affordable housing and a permanent population. Perhaps that could be rethought
and adapted. 

The area beyond it comprising both the empty site of the demolished restaurant building through to 
the empty little used parking terrace need to be seen as a single planning exercise, even if 
subdivided once resolved. Is there some way of better relating all this to the station and the parking 
across the road? 

OLD MEDICAL CENTRE SITE and carpet shop and toilets sites

While it may be preferred to develop this site to re-establish a streetscape along Bank Street. In 
practical terms it may be better to treat this whole area as parking with improved service access to 
the rear of the Main Street commercial premises. The current layout doesn't work properly, but that 
was inherited from the earlier buildings. Good landscaping along the otherwise exposed Bank Street
side is encouraged.

This next section deals specifically with the main commercial part of Main Street. 
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ST ANDREWS CHURCH, CHURCHYARD AND SMOLLETT MAUSOLEUM

This listed building is owned by the WDC. Since closing as a church it has served as a play centre 
amongst other things, but is currently closed. Although recently made water tight, it needs a lot of 
attention. With the Community Centre just across the road, ideas for its future use are few, but a 
local arts and crafts group have shown interest. See the Loch Lomond Craft Centre in Mitchell Way.
Whether they could make a viable success of this is open to question, but they do offer a starting 
point. 

The graveyard holds some interesting tombstones, but except for the Smollett Mausoleum, none 
appear to be of particular value. While they should be retained, they do not need to be in their 
current layout or even vertical. The grounds could be opened up and landscaped for other uses. 
Consider a small secluded park. Or through path. Perhaps the crafts markets until recently held at 
Lomond Shores and Lomond Galleries could be held here. Perhaps the crafts group could manage 
such events. 

The grounds are enclosed and can be made secure. But do they need to be? Is there some way of 
landscaping through the site as a garden refuge? 

THE SMOLLETT MAUSOLEUM

This fascinating small building sits on the back wall. It is in constant threat of collapse in part due to
trees growing out of its roof. I have twice asked the WDC to remove the trees, but although the 
grounds are mowed, this has not been done. 

ALEXANDRIA COMMUNITY CENTRE

This is a popular centre for various activities. I like the idea of opening it up to the side and linking 
to the parking. This would have the advantage of providing a small outdoor area as an extension to 
the cafe area. While the are cafes in the commercial section of Main Street, those tend to attract 
mainly senior folk for tea - not attractive to the younger ones for which there are few alternative to 
meet socially. As the centre includes indoor sport, livening up the cafe section should entice more to
meet there. The main problems would be of control of entry, general security and limitation of 
outdoor use due to climate. 

O VERTON STREET CARPARK

I like the idea of utilising part of the car park as a fair area on an ad hoc basis. To make this 
permanent would lose too many parking bays, but demarcation of bays over a contrasting paving 
could encourage its use say once a month. Small stalls and children's fairground facilities. This area 
almost aligns with Mitchell Way and is diagonally across from St Andrews Church (see above). 

Main Street is closed for seasonal events. Although for short periods it is disruptive and idea like 
this could lead to alternative solutions.
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MAIN STREET at St Andrews Church and Community Centre.

The Community Centre side currently has a taxi rank at its main entrance. The opposite side outside
St Andrews has double yellow lines the full length from the Co-Op to Church Street. Why? The 
road is wide here and there is no reason to prevent parking. The double yellow lines are ignored 
anyway. So many road markings are laid without due thought and so make offenders of those either 
not respecting them or not finding alternative parking. I will comment on the main commercial 
section of Main Street below. This section of Main Street should have the double yellow lines 
removed between the Co-OP and until just before Church Street where a good turning circle is 
required. (See comments on the taxi rank under Appendixes). 

Desire Lines are those that the public consciously or unconsciously create when what is provided is 
not where needed nor where instinct prescribes. Usually reflected in paths across lawn (as at the 
Overton Street Car park), it is also found where road demarcations are counter to need or instinct. 
Scotland suffers from a strange urge to park across double yellow lines exacerbated by parking up 
the kerb. While the latter has now been added to the former as a recognised offence with a penalty 
by the Scottish Government, it is up to the local authorities to implement. Isn't it so much better to 
rationalise street markings than define many of the public as offenders. There are no traffic wardens
in West Dunbartonshire. The police are asked to deal with “serious offenders” which are usually 
considered to be such things as zigzag lines. 

MAIN STREET at Overton Street intersection. 

Existing upgrading of the pavement has included paving material, steps and ramp, signage, seating 
etc. Only the west side is cross hatched. The Mitchell Way side has double yellow lines. 
Theoretically busy intersections should not have parked cars in them. Being a T-junction this is not 
serious here. However I have occasionally seen problems with larger vehicles turning. The public 
and taxi drivers also make much use of it for U-turning. I am unsure whether parking should be 
prevented altogether here. Half width pavement widening could be considered as a deterrent. 

MAIN STREET along the main commercial shopping section. 

I have long been an advocate of widening the pavements here and restricting parking. The parking 
is currently along the full length ignoring the double yellow lines and often the bus stop bays. Over 
the years have altered my perceptions. There are many ways to do this. Full pedestrianisation is out 
of the question due to the lack of alternative circulation at this point. While Bank Street and the 
B857 part of the gyratory offer reasonably fluid through flow, this does not really replace the Main 
Street commercial area flow of traffic. I am also against severe widening for various reasons. 

• Buses don't just need to pass each other in opposite direction, they need to pass as one 
behind must get past in the same direction as one hindered by alighting passengers in front.

• As buses pull out they need more room as the front sweeps beyond the wheel route. This is 
serious when the other lane has other traffic in it. 

• These two reasons mean that more space is required than just standard lane width x 2. 
• Often two buses arrive at a bay one behind the other. With greater public transport usage 

envisage, bus stop bays need to be just over two buses in length. 
• Taxis serve a similar function and need to be able to stop at reasonable points along the 
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length. Many drivers have limited mobility or may passengers with special access needs. 
They should not be induced to walk far nor access shops from the rear parking. 

• Parking is currently almost always available in the rear car parks. If that currently using the 
Main Street is all prevented from using it, that has to be relocated elsewhere. That cannot be 
fully resolved at this level until the hole area has been resolved at the great level. 

• The distance from Mitchell Way (M&Co) to the turn at the fountain is175 m on the east side
and 150 m on the west side from Overton Street to Gilmour Street. This is ample distance to 
design in varying solutions that include double bus stop bays, widened pavement with 
planters and street furniture and provision for taxi stops and disabled ]parking. 

• I am very much against over design of pavement widening as it can constrict usage too 
much and create blandness. 

• Excessive pavement will induce misuse such as pavement parking. That will only be 
controlled by physical barriers which in turn can impede service and emergency vehicles 
stopping. 

• Emergency vehicles need full and free access along this section of street and other vehicles 
need to be able to move aside. 

Having said all that I think that there is much scope for pavement widening to allow for planters and
street furniture, perhaps even cafes spilling out onto it in good weather. Imagine Greggs having 
provision for outdoor eating. I am not convinced that meals such as a restaurant or a pub being 
catered for al fresco on the pavement here would work, but being able to stop, sit, chat and have 
some casual refreshment seems feasible.  

Remember that this stretch of Main Street currently has four lanes and that realignment of the kerb 
can be carved from each side. As long as there are two free lanes. Also remember that the frontage 
line widens at M&Co on the east side and from the old Lagavulin on the west side (contrary to what
local plans show which reflect the canopies). 

The modern and rather bland WDC owned buildings stretch from Mitchell Way to the bank on the 
east side and from Overton Street to the first pedestrian gap on the west side. Buildings further 
north along the road are older and vary in quality. Imagine some of these with traditional awnings 
again. That would only be possible if the pavement width allows space between them and the 
traffic. 

Kerb realignment should facilitate better turning at the intersections particularly at Gilmour Street. 

Another issue is delivery space. Theoretically this should only be done from the rear parking / 
service areas. 

Other service vehicles can need to get up to or near the shop fronts for maintenance and repair and 
Christmas lights need installation and removal. Emergency vehicles need immediate access. 
Ambulances can be readily accommodated. Some barriers to regular traffic will need removal on 
these occasions. Planters that can be lifted and shifted are a suitable solution. Fire engines can 
usually push such barriers out of the way or have council assistance. 

THE SMOLLETT FOUNTAIN

I am much in favour of the approach being taken for fountain and the intersection. As I understand 
it new paving will denote this whole zone as a special urban realm node. It ill rise gently to slow 
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traffic. Traffic lights will work at three pedestrian crossing simultaneously allowing diagonal 
crossing although paving will encourage crossing at the shortest points. This arrangement will allow
approach to the fountain itself. There remains the danger of isolation at the fountain and panic 
crossing by pedestrians into oncoming traffic. The current situation with the fountain island being 
common to all pedestrian crossing directions may not be ideal at the moment, but there are positive 
aspects about it. I suggest that this crossing arrangement – with refinement – be revisited within the 
overall new paving of “Smollett Square” proposals.

I am not convinced at the squaring off of the traffic lane and kerb from Bank Street into Main Street
as large vehicles can find this awkward, but widening of the pavement immediately into Main Street
can assist this. Having since used that intersection and corner, I see a need for more pavement 
around the fountain, but suggest less drastic realignment of the slip road. While not a regular bus 
route around this corner, other large vehicle do pass here. Occasional large vehicles require 4.5 to 
6m radius and frequent ones up to 9m. They should never have to ride up the kerb as this presents a 
danger to pedestrians. While the roads department may accept smaller radii as possible, I don't see 
them as ideal. 

Imagine this square all freshly demarcated with good paving; differentiation between vehicle and 
pedestrian surfaces clear in paving colour textures, barriers and planting. Now imagine the corner 
shop (Mei / GPM Estates) turned into a cafe. A cafe with a view of the square and fountain. A cafe 
with outdoor seating. That can only happen if the pavement here is reasonably wide. It is at the 
moment. Squaring off the slip road will but this back. Similarly use as a greengrocer or florist or 
other such shop with outdoor display.

There is currently a daily problem with delivery and some private vehicles parking on the kerb 
within this stretch (eg fish shop). All parking needs to be prevented within this triangular 
intersection using physical barriers. Rear service area delivery is essential. 

The intersection in effect becomes the town square even if still a busy traffic point. The suggestion 
that occasional redirection of traffic to allow free access to the fountain and perhaps outdoor use of 
the near corner area is appealing. There is already an annual closing of the street for a fair and 
sometimes other events. This solution would probably only give localised benefit, but the principle 
is similar. (This should seen in conjunction with that at the Overton Street car park). 

GENERAL PARKING AND SERVICE AREAS

All small businesses must be serviced from the rear. Better control of the car parks is essential for 
this to be implemented. Larger businesses such such as Boots, Iceland, Farm Foods and the Co-Op 
already have a degree of control for their large delivery vehicles. 

Some cities have subtle changes in surfaces of widened pavements that allow for full pedestrian 
usage most of the time, but allocation of delivery vehicle space when required. With the ready 
availability of delivery / service areas to the rear of all commercial zones, I don't think this need be 
considered as a priority. It would be much misused if implemented and create confusion and 
therefore danger to pedestrians. Differentiation in surface allocation needs to be unambiguous. (It 
works best on wider streets than this). 
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A LOCAL THEME

Having a theme makes for cohesive marketing and consistency in place-making signage , logos etc. 
History and heritage is often a starting point. Others can be a river or simply a flower. The Heart of 
the Vale is a strong one in words. But how do you illustrate it? 

A stylised heart + river is one way, but that could look a little corny.

Another is to draw on the Turkey Red heritage. Almost all now invisible, but very meaningful to 
Alexandria. While the textile industry stretched over much of the length of the Leven and was 
mainly this side, Alexandria was central. Having a dual theme can work in some cases – the Heart 
of the Vale relating to the heart of the historic textile industry. 

The industry had its own vast array of logos; mainly exotic to reflect the sources of the fibres and 
markets, but also some more abstract. It is not necessary to replicate them, but to be inspired by 
them. Look up Turkey Red on Google Images. 

Besides being a vast international industry now lingering on just in our history, it was very 
meaningful in terms of social history too. It saw the severity of early working conditions change. 
Only three buildings now survive and they reflect that – one is the Dalmonach School just across 
the Bonhill Bridge. The others are both in Alexandria :

• Library [B] – Ewing Gilmour Institute. Built to foster the "mental recreation and moral 
improvement" of the youth of the Vale of Leven. 

• Masonic Temple [A] – Built as the Ewing Gilmour Institute for Working Girls. 

Taking inspiration from such features does not necessarily imply copying it. The Turkey Red 
connection has been used by companies and societies from mugs to quilt work to media. It remains 
in the community memory. Alexandria claims it too. It can signify both where we have come from 
and where we are going. 

It can continue to inspire local products; local community identity; a sense of place. 
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APPENDIXES
(I am using the Canmore version of the maps as they have slightly more detail than others available,
although they retain dots demarcating historical and other features).

LOWER BANK STREET – GYRATORY CONNECTIVITY AND CYCLE ROUTE

Cycle route : Purple dashed line. 
Vehicle route : Black dashed line.
Crossing point / transition surface : Red dashed line.
A : Cycle route utilising existing space. Conflict with bus stop needs resolving. 
B : Narrow underpass. Conflict points at road intersections. The railway underpass should ideally be
widened, but this is not envisaged anytime soon. 
C : Cycle route enters lower Bank Street. Issues concerning the school itself ie pedestrians, and 
vehicles. This is a busy drop off / pick up point and some businesses. (The Job Centre remains in 
limbo). 
D : A transition surface (speed reduction) is required allowing pedestrians, cyclists and possibly 
vehicles to pass safely. 
E  to F : At the moment lower Bank Street acts as an often busy and congested cul de sac. This is 
mainly, but not only due to the school. Vehicles exit back onto Bridge Street with traffic backing up 
at the bridge traffic lights. Right turning encounters blind view of oncoming traffic only helped by 
other drivers. If vehicle circulation is anticlockwise back onto the gyratory and two way at the 
Bridge Street intersection, this could safely release some of that congestion. 
G : Cycle route linking to the Leven tow path cycling and walking route. 
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CROSS AVENUES

Imagine these roughly west – east routes as tree lined and generally improved. 
This has to be seen as a combination of walking / cycling / vehicle routes. 
There is already a rich network of walkways between the residential units.
This must be seen together with general resolution of the light industry area. 
A : Over railway pedestrian bridge. Linkage to Leven via India Street. 
B : Existing railway underpass for vehicles. 
C : Existing pedestrian underpass. 
D : Existing small parking area with wall murals.
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DERELCT AREA: Centred on Lennox Street. 
This is designated for light industry, but is derelict or empty sites or used but badly maintained. Its 
future needs consideration. Note the proximity to the focus area of Main Street, its eastern boundary
of the railway, the neighbouring housing amongst which paths permeate and the potential emphasis 
on avenues, as shown above, some of which cross it. 
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View from the footbridge looking back along North Street. 
Imagine a tree lined avenue instead. 

Extensive empty area bound by housing and railway. 
Outwith the current project scope, but with potential influences. 
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COMMUNITY LEISURE CENTRE / ST ANDREWS CHURCH AND CHURCHYARD

I don't have a solution for this, particularly the church and churchyard, but which to point out a way 
of seeing a connectivity of possibly related zones between the leisure centre and the church which 
others have suggested could be craft centre. So far the churchyard appears isolated in terms of 
overall urban realm planning ideas. 

ALEXANDRIA TOWN CENTRE BACKLANDS REDEVELOPMENT AND LINKAGE

To minimise private parking and delivery and service vehicles in the commercial section of Main 
Street, the rear areas are important and should be made more efficient. That behind the bank, to the 
east side, retains much of the layout before removal of some buildings. See A on the plan below. I 
suggest that a semblance of the original street facade not be reintroduced as new buildings as the 
area has great benefit as a parking / service zone. If that were regained as a building line it would 
not complement that opposite and would simply add to the congestion. 

Instead treat it as pleasant hard landscaping with planting and trees so emphasising an avenue route.

That same approach should be continued down Bank Street where it simply becomes a slip road of 
the gyratory. 

Behind Mitchell Way at B is a similar existing parking / service zone. 

Adjoining that at C  is a large area inclusive of sites of demolished buildings and little used terraced
parking. This should be treated as a complementary suitable new development, possibly residential. 
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This brings us back to the St Andrews Church and churchyard site. How to tie it in? How to utilise 
it? 

Seen in the broader context and in the light of the backland parking and service zones as well as 
possible new residential development, a possibility becomes evident as a small park and pedestrian 
cross route. Move or utilise gravestones. Restore the Smollett Mausoleum. A complete contrast to 
Mitchell Way. A green refuge area. 

Note that Church Street is currently very tight with an awkward turning point to and from Main 
Street. Widening it (with an impact on the churchyard) should be considered in tandem with the 
future of the potential development site at C.
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MAIN STREET commercial section options.

I offer two approaches. Both of these should be seen as conceptual rather than actual solutions as 
that would need detail consideration. 

Option one : The first is a soft option utilising the current four lanes (two way traffic + parking at 
both sides), but adjusting it and reallocating stopping and parking to solely buses, taxis and disabled
travellers. There will still be opportunistic stopping eg to pop in to the bank/ATM or take-aways, 
but this would be expected to be more limited than at present. Simply having a constriction opposite
the bank with clear change of surface should limit this. Moving the taxis has shown in this layout 
has pros and cons. 

• Closer to clients at main points of use.
• Closer to taxi office.
• Reduces current (illegal) parking at the commercial section, but increases it in the street at 

the leisure centre. (I propose removing double yellow lines restrictions on both sides at the 
point.

• The existing taxi rank at the leisure centre allows for U-turns by taxis. That is not possible in
this potential new position. But taxis can wait at both sides of the road.

If the existing traffic lights and pedestrian crossing near Boots are retained, would this need a 
second set of lights? Random pedestrian crossing happens anyway. Having two formalised 
crossings may make sense.
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Option two - below : The second is based on three (instead of four) lanes. That should allow for 
both main traffic lanes to be slightly widened. And it would allow for a variety of solutions for the 
pavement and possibly cycle lane space. “Pavement” here is taken to include pedestrian circulation 
space, break-out seating space, bins, signage, planting etc. I am against complete removal of 
parking, but a meander in the main vehicle lanes could slow traffic and also facilitate all this. 

With the length of the combined facade shown in this diagram being approximately 175 metres 
long, even more variation should be possible at detail scale. 

I show only bus stops and disabled parking as this option removes most standard parking. By 
having more than really required parking in this way, ad hoc stopping and parking may be easier to 
absorb. Such measures require very clear and perhaps dramatic changes in surface, not just signage, 
to induce compliance. 

By widening the lanes, both for moving traffic and parked / stopped, flow will be eased. The 
shallow meander (shallow “S” bend) though will act as a subtle means of traffic calming. All 
planting, as for taller street furniture, needs to consider traffic sight lines. The generous pavement 
widths will allow easier layouts and distribution of taller plants. 
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